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The new installatons at Malaga Airport cover a surface area of 250,000m2 and allow it to double its passenger capacity to 30 million per 
year. The complete project contemplates the constructon of the new Processor Building, Dock D, the connecton with Dock C from the 
Picasso terminal, 10 airbridges, the urbanizaton and perimeter roadways. FHECOR Ingenieros Consultores is responsible for the 
structural projects of the Processor Building and Dock D.

The roof of the Processor Building, which is 250.0m x 180.0m on plan and employs more than 5,500 tonnes of steel in its constructon, 
has been executed using an 18.0m x 18.0m framework layout of steel box girders, upon which 117 zinc-covered truncated pyramids rest 
which have skylights placed atop of them. The beams are supported on concrete tetrapods set on columns on a 36.0m x 36.0m layout.

The proximity of the control tower prevented the undertaking of the roof assembly employing tower cranes and therefore a lif system 
using hydraulic jacks was employed:
- The elements manufactured in the workshop were raised to the ‘Departures’ foor.

- Scafolding units were placed below the central nodes of each secton as well as special props below the lifing structures.

- For the lifing of each secton of the structure, from its positon on the slab to its fnal positon on the columns, lifing cranes were 
installed adjacent to each of the columns.

- The secton was transferred to its fnal positon upon the column and the welding to the column head plate was carried out.

The truncated pyramids were assembled upon the main structure once having been lifed from the ‘Departures’ foor level to the roof 
level and transported to their fnal positon using auxiliary trolleys which used the beams themselves as rails.
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